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1
1 Arising out of Order-in-Original No. ZL2405230126786 dated 09.05.2023 issued by The

Assistant Commissioner, CGST, Division-VIII, Ahmedabad South ·

rt 314laauf a mm vi ua Name & Address of the Appellant / Respondent
Appellant Respondent

M/s. Maxim Exports, The Assistant Commissioner, CGST,
708, Mauryansh Elanza, Nr. Parekhs Division-VIII, Ahmedabad South
Hospital, Shyamal Cross road, Satellite,
Ahmedabad-380015

---. (GSTIN 24AKQPS8709Q1Z1)

r 3ner(3r4) znf@ al nf@a Gaff at# ii 3qz1a If@era1/
(A) If@raw a mar 3r4la zrzr a Paar ?kl ?

Any person aggrieved by this Order-in-Appeal may file an appeal to the appropriate authority in the following
way.

-------·-··--+-------------------------------------

Appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed as prescribed under Rule 110 of CGST Rules, 2017 and shall be
accompanied with a fee of Rs. One Thousand for every Rs. One Lakh of Tax or Input Tax Credit involved or the
difference in Tax or Input Tax Credit involved or the amount of fine, fee or penalty determined in the order
appealed against, subject to a maximum of Rs. Twenty-Five Thousand.

National Bench or Regional Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act in the cases wherel1 one of the issues involved relates to place of supply as per Section 109(5) of CGST Act, 2017.
I- (i) - ---+---------------------------'-------
, State Bench or Area Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act other than as mentioned in
'() para- (A)(i) above in terms of Section 109(7) of CGST Act, 2017
~!I···-----+-------------------------,-------------·--·--·--
j (iii)

I

Appeal under Section 112(1) of CGST Act, 2017 to Appellate Tribunal shall be filed along with relevant
documents either electronically or as may be notified by the Registrar, Appellate Tribunal in FORM GST APL-
05, on common portal as prescribed under Rule 110 of CGST Rules, 2017, and shall be accompanied by a copy
of the order appealed against within seven days of filing FORM GST APL-OS online.

(B)

i
i
}(uy appal to be filed before Appellate Tribunal under Section 112(8) ofThe CGST Act, 20i7afterajiig

(i) Full amount of Tax, Interest, Fine, Fee and Penalty arising from the impugned order, as is 1

j admitted/accepted by the appellant, and
1 (ii) A sum equal to twenty five per cent of the remaining amount of Tax in dispute, inI addition to the amount paid under Section 107(6) of CGST Act, 2017, arising from the said order, in
I, .,., ., ) -+-::,,----:--'r,.:ce.:.::.la,.:..ti-=-o-'n...:.to-i-'-:w='-h'=ic:.:..h-=t7'h-=-e -'=a~pp"-e::,::a..,..1 :':-'h.:::cas:,..bc.,,e:c::e:.:..nc...:f.:.:.ile.::cd;..:..-:-,~~,-,--,--=--,------=-c~-,-- .,....,,,., ,......,..=--=~~---------·
, 1 The Central Goods & Service Tax ( Ninth Removal of Difficulties) Order, 2019 dated 03.12.2019 has provided

that the appeal to tribunal can be made within three months from the date of communication of Order or
date on which the President or the State President, as the case· may be, of the Appellate Tribunal enters
office, whichever is later.

(C) 3er 344tr ,ff@lat at 3r4_#a a if@r anua, faaa 3ll =4caa raenit a
ft, 3r4haraff faaniftr aaar ea wast?kt 
For elaborate, detailed and g to filing of appeal to the appellate authority, the
appellant may refer to the w

'---+e-..;:,....:1---------------------------- -·· ------

..
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ORDER-IN-APPEAL

M/s. Maxim Exports, 708, Mauryansh Elanza, Near Parekhs
Hospital, Shyamal Crross Road, Satellite, Ahmedabad - 380 015

(hereinafter referred as 'Appellant') has filed the appeal against the

Order (in Form RFD-06) bearing No. ZL2405230126785 dated 09.05.2023

(hereinafter referred as 'impugned order') passed by the Assistant

Commissioner, CGST, Division-VIII, Ahmedabad South (hereinafter
referred as adjudicating authority).

2(i). Briefly stated the facts of the case is that the 'Appellant'

holding GST Registration - GSTIN No.24AKQPS8709Q1Z1 had filed the

refund application under category "Export of Goods/ Services without

payment of Tax {Accumulated ITC)" under ARN No. AA2404230607801
dated 15.04.2023 for Rs. 68,05,574/- for the period of February 2023.
The 'Adjudicating Authority' vide 'Impugned Order' sanctioned the refund of

Rs. 55,83,114/- to the Appellant and rejected the refund claim of

Rs.12,22,460/-. The reason for rejecting refund claim as mentioned in the
impugned order are as under:

- The calculation given by the applicant in respect of export/zero-rated
turnover, adjusted aggregate turnover is incorrect;

- On observing the details of invoices wherein export on CIF value i.e.
there is inclusion ofFOB and Freight and Insurance value. Thus the
difference is because of variation between FOB value and invoice value.

- Since, in the clause (c) ofpara 8 of the Notification no. 14/2022-Central
" Tax dated 05.07.2022, there is clearly mentioned regarding the

difference ofFOB and invoice value which is as under:
"the value of goods exported out of India shall be taken as (i) the Free on
Board (FOB) value declared in the Shipping Bill or Bill of Export form, as
the case may be, as per the Shipping Bill and Bill of Export (Forms)
Regulations, 2017; or (ii) (ii) the value declared in tax invoice or bill of
supply, whichever is less. "

- As per para 47 of Circular No. 125/44/22019-GST dated 18-11-2019,
during the processing of the refund claim, the value of the goods
declared in the GST invoice and the value in the corresponding shipping
bill I bill of export should be examined and the lower of the two values
should be taken into account while calculating the eligible amount of
refund."

- As per Advisory issued by the Additional Commissioner, COST,
Ahmedabad-south, it is clearly mentioned that " While Calculating
Adjusted turnover, Invoice value of FOB value whichever is higher has to
be taken"

- that the claimant has correctly taken zero rated supply as per para 47
of the Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST but the claimant has not
considered zero rated supply correctly.
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- that the claimant is eligible for the Tum,over of Zero Rated Supply
amounting Rs. 7,15,23,111/- for the purpose of calculation of refund
being claimed. Hence, the claimant Was found eligible for a refund
amount of Rs. 55,83,114/-, according to the calculation mentioned
below:

Refund admissible as performula = Turnover ofZero Rated Net ITC
Total Adjusted Turnover

= 7,15,23,111/- 68,05,574
8,71,83,579

= Rs.55,83,114/
- that the claimant is eligible for a total refund claim of Rs. 55,83,114/-.

2(ii). Being aggrieved with the impugned order dated 09.05.2023
'Appellant' has filed the present appeal online on dated 27.06.2023 on the
following grounds:

- the order passed by the Ld. Asst. Commissioner is also not a speaking

order thus null and void. The Appellants submit that the Appellants had
made various submissions before the Ld. Asst. Commissioner in
response to the show cause notice. The Ld. Asst. Commissioner has
clearly overlooked the submission made by the Appellants;

- The appellant relies on judgments In the case of Cyril Lasardo (Dead)

V/s Juliara Maria Lasarado 2004 (7) SCC 431 at Para 11, 12, the

Hon'ble Apex Court and in the case of Asst. Commissioner, Commercial
Tax Departmen Shukla Brothers reported at 2010 (254) (SC);

- that the Ld. Assistant Commissioner had denied the partial refund
amounting to Rs.12,22,460/-. claimed by appellant relying on para 47
of circular no.125/44/2019- GST dated 18.11.2019 and notification

J no.14/2022 dated 05.07.2022;

- that the value of goods and services were determined under Section 15
of CGST Act, 2017, which is even made applicable to JGST Act vide
Section 20 of IGSTAct, 2017 deals with valuation;

- that Free on Board means the of goods at the time of Board, and CF
means Cost Freight, i.e. value of goods at the time of delivery to
recipient's port, which includes the cost of transportation. As per the

agreements entered with the customers, different exporters (suppliers)
adopt different transactions and raise invoices for agreed transaction. In
the case of CF Contracts, freight expenses are borne by the exporters

(suppliers) and cm invoice is raised. In tur, the recipient ofgoocls pays
the amount mentioned in the invoice raised by the exporter. As far as
the recipient is concerned. He is least bothered about the cost offreight,
insteadhe pays an entire consideration to his suppler (exporter);
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- that the value of the supply of goods or services is the transaction value,

which is defined under Section 15 of CGST Act. Further section 7 of
IGST Act. Section 7 of IGST Act, 2017 treats exports and imports as
inter-state suppliers, the valuation should be strictly made as per the

provisions of GST. It is clear from the above that in case of export of

goods under C&F contracts, the actual price paid by the recipient to the

supplier (exporter) for the said supply is the transaction value, which is
nothing other than the value of the supply. As far as C&F contract is
concerned, the recipient pays the price mentioned in the invoice
including sea freight charges to his exporterfor the supply of goods;

- that the Learned Assistant Commissioner has considered the zero-rate

value as referred at the ICEGATE website for ascertaining the refund
claim., that there is no provision under the GST laws for referring value
appearing in the website forpurpose of assessment of refund claim. The
verification on ICEGATE website for the purpose of ascertain
authenticity of shipping bill pertaining to refund not considering the
zero-rated value for assessment of refund;

As far as circular mention above is concern, nowhere mention that FOB
value to be compared with taxable value mentioned in export invoice for
sanction of refund claim. As far as expenditure incurred to the extent of
Freight shall be part of value of supply in terms of Section 15 of CGST
Act 2017;

- That they rely upon the judgement by Additional Commissioner,
Appeals, GST & Central al Excise, Ahmedabad in our case itselffor the
period ofAugust 2021 with respect to same issue was held that value of
supply of goods shall be transaction value as per Section 15 of CGST
Act, 2017. Further, it was held that pursuant to Rule 89 of CGST Rule

2017 provision of refund of unutilized ITC envisage value of the goods
not FOB. Hence, refund sanctioning authority is directed to sanction
eligible refund amount to the appellant;

- The appellant prayed to set aside the impugned order dated 09.05.2023
to extend ofpartially rejected refund amounting to Rs. 12,22,460/

Personal Hearing:

3. Personal Hearing in the matter was fixed/held on 15.09.2023,
29.09.2023 and 16.10.2023 wherein Mr. Ranjeet Gehlot, C.A. was

appeared on behalf of the 'Appellant' as authorized representatives.
During the hearing they have submitted that the issue is already clarified
by CBIC vide Circular No. 197/GST dated 17.07.2023 and requested to
allow appeal.
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DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS :

4. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, grounds of
appeal, submissions made by the appellant and documents available on
record. I find that in this case appeal was filed against impugned order
wherein the refund amounting to Rs.12,22,460/- was held inadmissible
and rejected by the adjudicating authority. I further notice that the

adjudicating authority referring to para 47 of the Circular No.

125/44/2019-GST dated 18.11.2019 has taken the turnover of zero rated
supply of goods at Rs.7,15,23,111/-; adjusted total turnover at Rs.
8,71,83,579/- and Net ITC at Rs.68,05,574/- and thus arrived the

admissible refund amount at Rs.55,83,114/-. For better appreciation of
facts I reproduce Para 47 of Circular No.18.11.2019 as under:

47. It has also been brought to the notice of the Board that in certain cases,
where the refund of unutilized input tax credit on account of export of goods is

claimed and the value declared in the tax invoice is different from the export

value declared in the corresponding shipping bill under the Customs Act,

refund claims are not being processed. The matter has been examined and it
is clarified that the zero-rated supply of goods is effected under the provisions
of the GST laws. An exporter, at the time of supply of goocls declares that the
goods are meant for export and the same is clone under an invoice issuecl

.--_-.. under rule 46 of the CGSTRules. The value recorded in the GST invoice should
aam,%'«"""%?$,, normally be the transaction value as determined under section 15 of the CGST

6s "fl /., 'i ).; ct read with the rules made thereunder. The same transaction value should
} pd3 orally be recorded in the corresponding shipping bill / bill of export. During
s - ·4$%,
F"" the processing of the refund claim, the value of the goods declared in the GST

i7:woice and· the value in the corresponding shipping bill I bill of export should
be examined and the lower of the two values should be talcen into account
while calculating the eligible amount of refund.

5(i). The aforesaid Circular clearly clarify that in case of claim made
for refund of unutilized ITC on account of export of goods where there is
difference in value declared in tax invoice i.e. transaction value under
Section 15 of CGST Act, 2017 and export value declared in corresponding

shipping bill, the lower of the two value should be taken into account while

calculating the eligible amount of refund. In the subject case, I find that
invoice value (transaction value) of goods cleared for export during the

relevant month was Rs. 8,71,83,579/- whereas FOB value as per shipping
Bill was Rs. 7,15,23,111/-. Accordingly, as per aforesaid Circular the FOB
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value of goods which is lower among the two values need to be taken into
account for determining admissible refund amount. Therefore, I find that
the adjudicating authority has correctly taken FOB value of goods as

turnover of zero rated supply of goods for determining the admissible
refund amount which is in accordance with the above Circular.

However, I find that as per Circular NO.147/03/20215(ii).

GST dated 12-3-2021 the value of zero rated supply to be considered in
numerator and denominator in the formula prescribed under Rule, 89 (4)

of CGST Rues, should be the same and there cannot be different criteria
for computing numerator and denominator i.e. for the value of turnover of
zero rated supply of goods in the formula. In this regard I refer to para 4
of above Circular providing clarification as under:

4. The manner of calculation of Adjusted Total Turnover under sub-rule (4) of
Rule 89 of CGSTRules, 2017.

4.1 Doubts have been raised as to whether the restriction on turnover of zero-
. ~ rated supply of goods to 1. 5 times the value of like goods domestically

3%3?> pplied by the same or, similarly placed, ·supplier, as declared by the
6s% .i2 plier, imposed by amendment in definition of the "Turnover of zero-rated
&$ =ea e ply ofgoods" vide Notification No. 16/2020-central Tax dated 23.03.2020,
f}. S% g ld also apply for computaton of "Adjusted Total Turnover n the formula
@% o" en under Rule 89 (4) of CGST Rules, 2017 for calculation of admissible0 e

efund amount.

4.2 Sub-rule (4) of Rule 89 prescribes the formulafor computing the refund of
unutilised ITC payable on account of zero-rated supplies made without
payment of tax. The formulaprescribed under Rule 89 (4) is reproduced below,as under:

"Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of zero
rated supply of services) x Net ITC +Adjusted Total Turnover"

4.3 Adjusted Total Turnover has been defined in clause {E) of sub-rule (4) of
Rule 89 as under:

''Adjusted Total Turnover" means the sum total of the value of- (a) the turnover
in a State or a Union territory, as defined under clause {112) of section 2,
excluding the turnover of services; and (b) the turnover of zero-rated supply of
services determined in terms of clause (DJ above and non-zero-rated supply of
services, excluding- (i) the value of exempt supplies other than zero-rated
supplies; and (ii) the turnover of supplies in respect of which refund is claimed
under sub-rule (4A) or sub-rule (4B) or both, if any, during the relevant period.'

4.4 "Turnover in state or turnover in Union territory" as referred to in the
definition of ''Adjusted Total Turnover" in Rule 89 (4) has been defined under
sub-section (112) of Section 2 of CGST Act 2017, as: "Turnover in State or
turnover in Union territory means the aggregate value of all taxable supplies
(excluding the value of inward supplies on which tax is payable by a person
on reverse charge basis) and exempt supplies made within a State or Union
territory by a taxable person, exports of goods or services or both and inter
State supplies of goods or services or both made from the State or Union
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territory by the said taxable person but excludes central tax, State tax, Union
territory tax, integrated tax and cess"

4.5 From the examination of the above provisions, it is noticed that "Adjusted
Total Turnover" includes "Turnover in a State or Union Territory", as defined in
Section 2(112) of COST Act. As per Section 2(1 12), "Turnover in a State or
Union Territory" includes turnover/ value of export/ zero-rated supplies of
goods. The definition of "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" has been
amended vide Notification No. 16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, as
detailed above. In view of the above, it can be stated that the same value of
zero-rated/ export supply of goods, as calculated as per amended definition of
((Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods", need to be taken into consideration
while calculating "turnover in a state or a union territory", and accordingly, in
"adjusted total turnover" for the purpose of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89. Thus, the
restriction of 150% of the value of lile goods domestically supplied) as applied
in "turnover of zero-rated supply of goods", would also apply to the value of
"Adjusted Total Turnover" in Rule 89 (4) of the CGSTRules, 2017.

4.6 Accordingly, it is clarified that for the purpose of Rule 89(4), the value of
export/ zero rated supply of goods to be included while calculating "adjusted
total turnover" will be same as being determined as per the amended
definition of ((Timwver of zero-rated supply of goods') in the said sub-rule.

6(iii). This issue is further clarified vide Circular No.
197/09/2023 dated 17.07.2023. In this regard I refer to para 3 of above
Circular providing clarification as under:

3. Manner of calculation ofAdjusted Total Turnover under sub-rule (4) of

Rule 89 of COST Rules consequent to Explanation inserted in sub-rule
(4) of Rule 89 vide Notification No. 14/2022- CT, elated 05.07.2022.

3.1 Doubts have been raised as regarding calculation of "adjusted total
turnover" under sub-rule (4) of rule 89 of COST Rules, in view of
insertion of Explanation in sup-rule (4) of rule 89 of COST Rules vide

Notification Io. 14/2022-Central Tax elated 05.07.0222. Clarification is
being sought as to whether value of goods exported out of India has to
be considered as per Explanation under sub-rule (4) of rule 89 of COST

J Rules for the purpose of calculation of "adjusted total turnover" in the
formula under the said sub-rule.

3,2 In this regard, it -is mentioned that consequent to amendment in
definition of the "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" vide
Notification No. 16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, Circular
147/03/2021-GST dated 12.03.2021 was issued which inter alia
clarified that the same value of zero-rated/ export supply of goods) as
calculated as per amended

definition of "Turnover of z e r o - r a t e d supply o f g o o d s " , needs to be taken
into consideration while calculating "turnover in a state or a union

territory", and accordingly, in "adjusted total turnover" for the purpose
of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89.
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3.3 On similar lines, it is clarified that consequent to Explanation having
been inserted in sub-rule (4) of rule 89 of CGST Rules vide Notification

No. 14/2022- CT dated 05.07.2022, the value of goods exported out of
India to be included while calculating "adjusted total turnover" will be

same as being determined as per the Explanation inserted in the said
sub-rule.

Applying the above clarification, the value of turnover of zero rated supply
of goods i.e. value of export taken towards turnover of zero rated supply

of goods need to be taken as value of zero rated supply of goods in
adjusted total turnover in the formula. In other words, in cases where
there is only zero rated supply of goods, turnover value of zero rated
supply of goods at numerator and turnover value of zero rated supply in
total adjusted total turnover at denominator will be same.

7(@). I further find that as per definition of 'adjusted total turnover'

defined in clause (E) of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89, adjusted total turnover
includes value of all outward supplies of goods and services made during

. the relevant period including zero rated (export) supply of goods.a,a hoe$%3a.a ·ccordingly, in the formula prescribed under Rule 89 (4) of CGST Rules
·si)F#- A value of zero rated turnover of goods i.e. value of export comes at
eper p# #ierator as well as in total adjusted turnover at denominator. In the• ».' ;"a ·v

,. present appeal, the value of zero rated turnover i.e. value of export was

taken as FOB value as per shipping bill. However, the turnover of zero
rated supply in adjusted total turnover is taken as invoice value.
Apparently, this result in adopting two different values for same zero rated
supply of goods, which I find is wrong and not in consonance with
statutory provisions, as the CBIC has conspicuously clarified vide aforesaid

Circular dated 12.03.2021 that "for the purpose of Rule 89(4), the value of
export/ zero rated supply of goods to be included while calculating "adjusted
total turnover" will be same as being determined as per the amended
definition of "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" in the said sub-rule".

7(ii). Therefore, I am of the considered view that the same value of
zero rated supply of goods i.e. value of export (FOB Value) taken as

turnover of zero rated supply of goods in present matter need to be taken
in adjusted total turnover also.
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8(i). In the subject case, the appellant has filed refund claim taking
into account turnover of zero rated supply at Rs. 8,71,83,579/- being
invoice value of export goods ; adjusted turnover at Rs. 8,71,83,579/

and Net ITC at Rs.68,05,574/-. However I find that as per existing rules
the appellant had to take FOB value i.e. Rs. 7,15,23,111/- for considering
turnover of zero rated supply of goods and for adjusted turnover.
However, as per formula prescribed under Rule 89 (4) of CGST Rules the
value of zero rated turnover of goods i.e. value. of export comes at
numerator as well as in total adjusted turnover at denominator, in both

the cases, considered FOB value or invoice value, the admissible refund
amount comes to Rs. 68,05,574/-.

8(ii). On scrutiny of the documents I find that the appellant has
turnover of 100% export and no single sales in local area like across the
India. However the adjudicating authority has considered turnover value
of zero rated supply at Rs. 7,15,23,111/- being FOB value of export

goods. Apparently, the adjudicating authority has considered FOB value of
export goods for arriving turnover of zero rated supply of goods but

considered the invoice value of zero rated supply of goods for arriving

total adjusted turnover. This has resulted in adopting two different values
as turnover of zero rated supply of goods which I find is not in consonance
with the clarification issued vide above Circular, Therefore, as per above
Circular in this case the FOB value of export goods taken for turnover of

ro rated supply of goods need to be taken for- turnover of zero rated
ply of goods for arriving total adjusted turnover in the formula and not
value as per invoice value.

In view of facts of the case, submission made by the appellant
and discussion made herein above, I hold that the adjudicating authority
has rightly considered the turnover of zero rated supply goods based on
FOB value being lower value in accordance With Circular No. 125/44/2019
GST dated 18.11.2019 read with Notification No. 14/2022-CT dated
05.07.2022. However, I hold that the adjudicating authority has wrongly
taken the invoice value (transaction value) of turnover of zero rated
supply of goods in total adjusted turnover of goods instead of considering

the FOB value in terms of Circular No. 147/03/2021-GST dated
12.03.2021. Accordingly, I hold that the adjudicating authority has
wrongly arrived the admissible refund at Rs.55,83,114/- and thereby
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rejected the refund claim amounting to Rs.12,22,460/-. Therefore, I hold

that the impugned order passed by the adjudicating authority rejecting

refund of Rs.12,22,460/- is not legal and proper and deserve to be set

aside. Accordingly, I set aside the impugned order to the extent of

rejection of refund claim of.. Rs.12,22,460/- and allow the appeal filed by

the appellant to that extent only.

10. Accordingly, I allow the appeal of the "Appellant" with a direction

to the proper officer to consider the submissions of appellant and process

the refund application after due verification of documents/details of
appellant as directed in Para 9 above. The 'Appellant' is also directed to
submit all the relevant documents/submission before the refund
sanctioning authority and the refund Sanctioning Authority shall verify the
facts again as directed in Para 9 above and pass order accordingly.

f@aaaf art af ft n? srftm Rq13qtatfarstar2t
The appeal filed by the appellant stands disposed of in above terms .

.....-" )~"(_h.Juu.Jl. )._ ~ U)l:fl'\o ... ~--- - ~_--:..:.~-- ---: .-,>]Is 1o3
(Adesh Kumar Jain)

Joint Commissioner (Appeals)
Date: Ft .10.2023

e
(Sandheer Kumar)
Superintendent (Appeals)
Central Tax, Ahmedabad

By R.P.A.D.
To,
M/s. Maxim Exports,
708, Mauryansh Elanza,
Near Parekhs Hospital,
Shyamal Crross Road,
Satellite, Ahmedabad-380 015.

Copy to:
1. The Principal Chief Commissioner of Central Tax, Ahmedabad Zone.
2. The Commissioner, CGST 8 C. Ex., Appeals, Ahmedabad.
3. The Commissioner, CGST & C. Ex., Ahmedabad-South, .
4. The Dy/Asstt. Commissioner, CGST, Division-VIII1 Ahmedabad South.
5. The Superintendent (Systems), CGST & C. Ex., Appeals, Ahmedabad.6 Guard File.
7. P.A. File
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